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in the beginning, the phantom says he can make everyone believe whatever he wants if he makes
them listen to his music. but he must first have the courage to face the truth. " "the real truth, she

called me. not the phantom of the opera, but the phantom of the opera." the opera, the phantom of
the opera, is based on the best-selling novel and also based on the 1842 french play le fantome. the
novel became a best-seller and was later adapted for the stage with music. the phantom, a hideous
masked figure, haunts the opera house, sometimes appearing onstage to sing arias, and sometimes
lurking in the audience to menace and terrify people. he is obsessed with creating a new star. the
film retains the basic plot of the novel and the play and is directed by harold prince, whose credits

include west side story and the band wagon. the film stars tom hanks as the phantom. hanks is best
known for his film performances, although he does have a musical side. most notably, he has starred
in the broadway musicals dreamgirls and wicked. the cast also includes angela lansbury as christine

daaé, the opera house's wealthy patron, and christopher walken as the young soprano, erik, who
becomes her lover and the phantom's unwitting pawn. a surprise addition to the cast is roxanne

seeman as meg, christine's best friend and confidante, who becomes the phantom's second victim.
the phantom of the opera has been seen by more than a billion people worldwide. it is the highest-

grossing film musical of all time. producer alan bergman, david geffen, mca records and warner bros.
planned to produce an opera based on the novel. the original concept for the film was to have the
phantom kidnapped as a child by a wealthy philanthropist (a role to be played by john shea) and

raised in isolation.
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watch andrew lloyd webber's famous musical, phantom of the opera, for free this weekend on his
youtube channel.. music by andrew lloyd webber / lyrics by charles hart / additional lyrics by richard

stilgoe / book. adaptations (literature), mystery/thriller, period. andrew lloyd webber's musical
version of the phantom of the opera is one of the most. check out the phantom of the opera (original
motion picture soundtrack) [expanded edition] by andrew lloyd webber on amazon music. stream ad-
free or. the phantom of the opera soundtrack torrent paysage mystery bijo the phantom of. andrew

lloyd webber - the phantom of the opera (the original motion picture soundtrack) - amazon.com
music. the stage show is my all time favorite broadway show and i was a bit nervous as to how
phantom and the music of the night would hold up on the big screen but i. the phantom of the

operathis is the story of a man who was born with a deformity. he was never loved and was never
made welcome. his eyes were the wrong colour, his ears were wrong shape and his head was huge.
only one thing was right - he was born to sing. it was his destiny. he had been destined to sing from

his birth. the phantom would be reborn to sing in the paris opera house. the phantom of the
opera"now that i have found you, i will possess you. the world will know your true identity. you will
be the one on whom i lavish my love. only you will possess my heart. only you will be my christine."
the phantom of the opera"i never learned to read or write. i never learned to talk. i don't even know
my own name. i could have been a great man. i could have been a king. but i'm just me. just a poor
munchkin, born to sing my songs. only my music could liberate me. my music could set me free."
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